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-cations at microwave . frequencies; while. subharmonic 
• ' I 
r ··.-
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s~-,-~. • g~nerators are· .. useful as logical· e~lements, like tµe 
I 
.. .-:.. 
,. ' •• I" :· 
·par_ametr.on, -in digital computer.s. This paper : contains a 
I . 
. " 
. discuss.ion of a particula.r form of charge-storage 
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diode. A effect characteristic of -aevi.~ce, . tjf.is a ~ ... ,,, .n ..,_ . . -~~i 
-·1'. ···•"-{ .. ,,,. ...... 
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I ,.,.. hysteresi-s in the charge-voltage relation of the diode·, 
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employing such a diode· -as the 'non-linear e.letnent, pro-• 
. 
~ . . . . 
duces current in· .the outp1.1.t ,at one-half of· the irt.pJ1t · 
. . . . . 
·,-. 
·-
./. <.r~damental) · frequepcy. The actual diode .. character_istic .. 
. ~ . . . 
, --r.,, ,..-4, 
'.,' ~ .. :'·{' is approximated by a piecewise-linear characteristic : 
which in.c'iudes· :the hysteresis-· ef_fect., and, using/·a- digi.:.: -~-
" 
tal c·(?mputer to solve Kirchhoff~s ci·rcuit equat~ons, the_ 
. 
. ,,, 
output_ wave:ror~m of such ···a circuit is obtaine-d arid the I 
.. !JI· 
pove·r loss· .is calc·ulat~d · as the hyster~sis· effect 
,1 .. t 
. is· changed • 
. ! •, •. 
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· ·· ha~monic ge~erator, operating at microwave frequ8ncies; . 
... , · e .. ould be used- to· obtain a stand·ard low frequency by sub-
r· 
. 
-_·· di.viding an- atomic or· molecular microwave resonant 
·.frequency. Also, as a fre_quenci divi~er, the variable/·· 
·, I) 1',. 
' 
_ capacitance diode could b~ used' as a log1··c1i"l _, 1.element, 
l like the P·arametron, -in a (iigi tal cornpµter. 
,~ 
I The P-I=N di.ode ±-s---one type ,of variable capacitance 
· ·. ~-:-~ -a·1ode which p.ro.v~des frequency conversion (multiplicati.on, 
. . 
. 
. ·div·is·i·on) due to its charge-s.torage property, _i.e. the 
.1~, -
.. storage of. carriers (holes and electrons)· iri the _·I-l~yer 
'! c' 
at forward bias, and th~ accompan·ying var.iable capacitance .1, 
. ,·. ,-} "' ~- . . 
\" ' 
.· . 
. , . ·I 
In a11·0( the p~ev~ously mentioned applications,· tbe 
nece·ss.i ty arises for attain·ing the maximum· efficiency .. 
,·. \,., . ' . ' -· . . 
·- of such frequancy (eQ.nverters, and ·t·t is therefore · import-
'\.. . ,)· ) . . ' . 't> . ' 
. . .. 'f...,______./' . . . . {/ ,, 
\ ? 





ated with the variations· of s,,tored charge in· the ·I-layer 
-I;' • 
. . 
-·of the P-I~N diode./· One cause. of-power loss is· assumed .. 




· to be· the hysteresis ~ffect due to the delay of.· recover_y _. ·· -
. ·~ "··"' 
.... .. 
. 
of ca.rriers and ·1s._.equivalent to a resistance wh_ich· .. 
. ....... . 
~- ' -
. a 
· -··. ~- s_hould be added· to the' s·eries·- resistance of the semi-
- .. , .. 
.. ,: .. 
·.,--· .. : :·.· 
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. ,_· l .· · -··:· .. , . · .. _ The V)il."_iab,l·e ,uJcapac.i tance of- a p·~N. junction re·~u-lts·-., .. ·:_ .~.--, ··- .'·~ 
• ' • . ··_ .. ...... • . • • ' •. • 1~' • • ' • 
. ... .":,.J ___ ..,, ..... 
. ).. , .. · -:~~ ' 'rrom twO ·sep}1rate effects:·. (1) d~pletion layer capacitance, 
• . '·'\·• • I. . - ....... , •.•.•••... ,.. . .... ,·• ; ~ 
. ,.· r ~ ... ·- ---- .. . .. ·- - - . -------~ ---·-- ------- -• ....... ----------··-··---
_·--.--- - .,··----.:-:~·------ j - . -~-~----~-_: __ 
.. which i,s caused ~by .. , variations in. width. of the . space--
' it - I ' , • 1 
. . . '-~-- 1 I · · · : • 
·· · . i · I · 
·.: charge~ .. layer and_ ~~ the~ primary effect att: reverse bias; · ~ 
,, ·' • , ' . ''.:. •'d I i • • ,, 




~·, (2) Storlige capacitance, w~ich res~lts frOm the storage 
d ... _ ..... , ~-· 
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, bias~ ·:In a ·p-N- junction with, step or· graded impuri t' 
.,~--~.,..... 
distributions, these stored carriers are minority 
-· ,Jlt' 
·~ .. "; 
carriers .- holes ip. the N-region, electl'ons iri the·· p.,. , ·· 
. ' 
r~~ion. In the .P-I-N structure, both holes and electrons 
·-
, '~ :-··~l 
.,._...;;: 
·are stc5'red in the I-layer. at forward -·bia.s. In" the 
i • . ', ' . . -. ,; . . . . 
' . following ~isctission these forms of capacitance are treat-
···-l ' " 
··· · ed in greater det.ail •. .. . 
. . r, .. 
Consider first the P/~N junction. Figures (1) and (2) 
show the impurity concent'r.ation and the spa,~e-charge 
r 
.~istri bution, re spec ti vely' of a one-dim~ns'ional linearly-
" 
graded P-N junction· at zero bi·as. In these·· figures, x 
~ 
. .. 
represents distance measured from the plane of the 
,. 




density'; ~ .is the. space-charge density, and sJ) is the width· 
· of the depletion laye.r. Thus, in· figure (1), for 
1
;t> o, .. 
No> NA' while for x< o, NA> ND··~ Consequently' for a 
" . . ? 
linearly-gr·adeci O P-N junctio.n, the net carrier concentration· 
' ' ,:/- ! 
. . change~s · gradually from P-type, t9 N-type; and at equi- . 
li·brium ( zero bias) there· isr an .electric field present. a.t . 
th13, jUilction: wtiieh prevents the d
0
i:r~on. of' charge 
• . I . . . . . 
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.. I > plotted as a rUnctioil of :x, ,1n figu~E! (3). · ·· The electric 
• 
. I 
~ ' .,. ! 
• ' .. • ',. -
.. ,~-.t ~ J • 
· ··:·.,.··-·": - - ~ t:181a exists in a narrow regipn on each I side of th~ - 1. • •• : ;-:.:.:-..:;/' ·-, -
ii· v-.. • I jUnctiOil cai1~d · the depletion l~yer in whiCh mobile ca:fri8rs .· - -· · · .. 
. ' ,. . . .1 • ·; 
---·-····-~--~--~ ;_,______ --(" 
~ .. ·' 
I',, 
-·' "'\' I 
are absent, and it. is caused _by the · ele:ctric charge of 
. \ 
. . 
uncompensated dono~ and ac.ceptor ,.,~toms. The junction is 
....... 
. -··· -- , .. ·- ------~]~-~~----···---·-~----------·--· > ~ 
-·- ~ii . 
- - .. ' .... -
. . 
· _ ~nal·ogous_ to a parallel· plate capacitor where the, P- and 
the N- conductive regions -correspond tc~t, the conduct·ive 
. . . I . 
'plqtes o:f the capacitor, and ·the depletion layer corres"-
. -~ 
1· ' , __ ,, . ~---·a 
- ... · 
. 
. 
·; ..... :~. . ,,.,.,: ~:... 
,\ 
· ponds to th~-· dielectric region between the-'._-·c_apaci tor 
. ..., ... , ~ ' .. . . . 
....... ' .•. jc 
' ) • r- • 
plat~s., Now suppoSe that a forwitrd bias (i.e. the positive 
i' 
I J 
terminal of a. battery is connected to·tlie P-s_.ide, the ,, 
i 
4' 
negative terminal connected to th·e N-sid:e) is applie4 
.., . 
. .. to the P-N junction; then the electron distribution and 
.. '• 
the hole distribut-io~ ~e pushed .toward each other and ·the 
.. , , depletion layef is narrowed. The positively ch"1rged mobile 
'. > 
I 
charge carriers on the .iert . (holes)" are pushed to the 
right and the negatively charged mobile cha~ge carriers 
on the right (ele-ctrons) are pushed towards the ·ieft'. ·. 
.. 
_.'., . in addition, some carriers cross the junction and exist 
. - . 
as minority carriers for a short time. be:fore .recombining,> 
" 
.;-.. ---. 
the average time of which is a lifetime, represented . . 
~::·· .---~~ 
. . 
by 'i. , and may be of the ordel' of 10-7 seconds. rn· 
"l 
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N-region, and Np is the d.ensi ty of electrOns in the · · ' · · - _ . 
·, _., . . "·rtlit.:- . -~· . . 
;· ---·--·--: 0=·2-=·~~? -~P:-regton. If a reveTse bias is applied. to the p.:..N -~ ::.--~i--.. ~7.~. -;-~--, ~ -
·_c· . .. " 1:. .... , 
. ~ . • J"' ' .... , 
4 
• junction (-1~·.e.··· ttie positive. terminal of the" battery·- .. 
' . . . 
·tv-~·· 
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~ • .J 
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- .. ·~ ' . . 
. - ____ · .. :>-~--:;;·-~·----- _ ·e.onnect_ed __ to the N-si_d~--~--o_f~_"'l:;tl.E3 cj_urict ion), the electron _ ' 
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~~----~··-··,.~---~-~-,--·-~----"~~--·- distribution _and -the .:b.Ql~. __ dtstri bution will be .. p.ulled 
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. in- opposite directions and the depletion layer will be 
., 
widened. Thus, for r~yerse bias,· holes and _electron_s 
are drawn away from the junctiorr····to their respective 
, . . 
. r . 
sideS (P-sid~, N-side) and llonet current flo'ws. 
Figure ( 5) shows t_he capacitance a·s · a. function ·or vol .. t-7' · 
age for a 1·1r;iear.ly-graded P-N junction and figure (6) 
.. . 
shows the charge-voltage characteristic of a linearly-
, 
· graded P-N. junction. r-e· can be .shown that·· the· depletion 
layer capacitance varies inve_rsely as the cube-root 
of_ .the applied reverse voltage, and that th~ diffusion 
-capacitance varies exponentially ···with the 1applied for·-
,. 
:_ ., 'l 
· ward voltage. . 
,., 
In the P-I-N diode, ~~shown.iri figure (7), the P-
. If,. . " . . 
region arid the N-:region are separated by an 1-lay~r in -
.,which P.:t · = N.:c , where P.:c is the· density of holes in the 
I ~ 
I-layer arid N;r. is the density of electrons in ·the I-layer. 
" At zero bias (assuming the·I-:i.,ayer is very -slightly P-
· .. type),, there is a· space-charge layer ·in· the I-region 
~.near i the:_ N-region. . As .the reve~se. bias ls .in·c-reased, _the · 
, 
. . 
. space charge· _layer widens until, at sufficient--- reverse. , 
~( ' ' . ' . .. - . ~ 
-. bi.as,. t,he space-charge· -layer. en_compasses the entire I- _- , , 
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,, injected carr.ters (holeS and eleCtrons) who~e co~centra- ·.. . ~. 
'· -' . . . ' . 
. . "T 
i . ,.. . ' . 
• .> : ~- _;, :~ : .. - tions ~her~ are equal and ~i:ich greater,, than the equ1111- - " · 
. • . . . . - V ' • 
,l -.~ 
-- ... , ..... ";·-------·- - .. ----. - - -- - . ····- - --·- -·-- .': 
.. ' brium carrier concentrations~ . Minority carrier injec.tion .,~ --; . · ·_ · 
......... -__ .... ~ 
. - I p • -:-~. :., . 
. . 
•' . 
. · .... 
. . \ . 
'·_ (i.e. inje·cti.on of· holes into the 1N-region ··and injection-
~. ,., .. ~ 
of ,elec·trcm;-into th~ P:-regi~n) is negligible and the 
' ' . 
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i-ecombination of holes· .·and electrons takes place almost 
,, . 
-entirely in the. I-region. The· ca-rri-er concentrations ar.Ei 
' ' . 
--greatest· at the P-I and N-:I boundaries, at distances -W/2 
and +vl/2 from tti'e · center ·o·r · the I-layer, where W is the 
/1,· ' : • ·~· 
width of the I-laye~, ·and.decrease to a minimum at some 
. point. inside tfie-·· I-region. Thus. the drift of ·holes into . 
~) 
.. 
t~e I-region from th~, P-region and thEt"'drift1or electrons 
~nto the I-region from the N-region results from the 
e:ffect·s of the electric field present -and also from. the 
~ . ; .... ~·-b -
.concentration gradient~ 
/. . ' . . .. . .· 
The carrier density concentrations 
. . 
as functions of distance for the P-1...;N diode at forward 
0 C 
bias. are ·shown in figure (8) and the electric. field. as a 
' 
function o.f distance. of a P-I-N~· diode at forward bias i.s 
shown in figure (9).· · · 
It is now ·possible to. describe th8 charge-volt.age 
.characteristic-· and· the capacitance-voltage "·characteristic 
-IJ··. . •· 
.. of a ·p9!9I-N d iod .. e. · · Figure ( 10) shows the ·charge as a 
function of voltage for the .P~I-N ·diode. As: the reverse 
' ' - --· . " ', 
bias is increased from. 1zero bias,' the., space-~harge layer 
'(' 
' ' 
ot·, the I-region widens un.,til ·it becomes ·constant at a 
. - .... . ' 
· sufficiently high· reverse bias~ _ Figur-e (ll) ·sh.O"(s the 
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• J..-- '"". . '{ . . ..... · - ' 
· is the dielect.ric· capacitance ·of the I-region.' At forward,· 
-----;..----~·-
.I 
~ .. . ' 
·b·ir.3s the capa.c·t·t-ance is much great:er than C'"i" ·and results 
' ... _.: ... _ ··--




---·-· · __ • .:--·-·-~I-ret;i-one The crpacit:: of,, the ,diode ~ncrea~.~S until i ~oO 
. · ... equals Cm~"'_ ~e C: 4 x . • i:>lnce Cm.-,c - 1/Sm,,.. , as C,,uax 
• 
.~ ,., ~in __ • _o, where SJ is the elastance o!, the diode~ . 
...... ,t,,.. 
, The actual .charac-teristic shown in fig.ur·e (10) may 
now be apJ~roximated by the piecewise-linear curve SRLHW: 
in figure (1'5), whi.ch is the characteristic used in the 
, ...... 








capacitance chal'acteristic· of. figure (11) is approximated 
·~by· the pie.cewise-linear ·elastan·ce characteristic~· cf 
figure (12-). In° figure -(12), Q8 is the- reverse breakdoWil 
charge corresp~nding to ·the reverse .. breakdown vo_l tage V8 ,: 
• - i 
.. ,. . . . ~- ·""""' 
·· ,.:.which is the value of the voltage at potnt S in figure (15). 
Ir S(Q) is the instan-tan8ous e'lasta'.nce of the dtode, then 
. . . ~ .""' . t:' . •· .• . -· ' . . ,·. 
· J S(Q) = s'"_.~.....,.o for o< Q~~Q8 ana· S(Q) .. o for Q< o.<& 
As mentio~ed previ9usly,_ a loss ts encountered du~ to 
• J 
the ·delay in rec_overing the carriers which were .stared in·. 
. ' . 
.. 
:·,... , the I-re,gion when the· P-~-N diode wa .. s forward .biased. · To 
. . 
di~cuss this ·effect\ more fully, cons_ider first ._the .ideal 
case. ~ rectangular c'u~rent pulse is appli,ed to the_· ..... _'. -:·,-- - .. 
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-hol~s artd. sxcess elec·trons .ar~ irijected into the I-layer·· 
. , . 
.·_:__._ .' . 
_ \' from the P-;egion and the N.,;.region ;
1
respecti ve1Y. . When a . _. _ __ , · 
·: ' < ·:· . -;everse c~rrent is aJ)plied~ this excess <:harge must be re--~-· · __ _ 
--·. .. ....... 
• 
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• • •• ·•"" • • ' -- ·• • • .• 
•• •••••·A• "'•• •• --• •· • 
: .;~ .. '- duced_ to the. equilibrium (,zero. bi.as)'v:a1:.ye b.efore any 
·~ .. ··., .. :;· 
,•l':\...t-•·. ._ .. 
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. ·meas~rable volt.age ~p.pears acros·s the· diode. The. time·--· . 
, takert for the re":_~rse current to remove the f t6red charg~ 
from the. I-layer is given by tt+8 Storage tim¥,1's , which 
is determin~d by the ratio of the amplitudes of forward 
·current. to reverse current. TQ see this,~fefer to figure 
. ' 
(14}, whicp -shows. 'ttie actual curve· of a rectangular current 
.•, .. 
• i 
' .. \ 
' ., ·; . 
. '\.t . 
.. ' 
,•. 
"J. ' ..,.. 
pulse' ·applied to a P-I-N diode. Let QF be the forward 
. ~ 
1,T~' 
equilibrium charge (i.e·. Qf' i~ the. total stored J!ha.rge 
... 
wh·en -the · current is in the forward directi.on), and let· I 
c• be the recombination life.time of carriers in the I-region • 
.. 
Then ... 
... . .. QF = IF·~ ·_!i" . " 
0 .· or·IF = Qf/1'. .• 
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·. I 
~- .... . 
( ·~·. 
It i~ assuined · that the duration or the forward current, 
. .. 
c. If, is much longer than the lifetime,'T, so:that _Qf is .the 
.. ~" 
?.' .. v 
-· 
~teady';..state stored charge. Since in the reverse part. of t-he. 
... . 
cycle. the'.:· maximum amount of charge that can ~e · recovered, 
QR,. i~ equal to Q(, the following inequality is true: . 
':,._,; . ~ ... 
. I), 
,· 
.. . . 
' . 
--- ·-· . . ·""'--\ 
~-- Then··, s in¢e. QR = Ia·~ , we have . 
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Thus, if the diode has been forward b-iased ro/.a tiJI1e -. 





much longer than-Y , then the Junction· will, remain forward .:,---l . :.; 
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' all of the· stored minority ~arriers. 
.._ 
The- above discussion applies to an idifal junction·;· 
• 
' ' ·J' ·_-t" •• in actual diodes not ,all~ of the s tore.d carr·iers are -re-
,-., .. 
. covered dur.ing- the storage. time ( the ',period of constant· 
. -
rev·er se current)._ At t· = ts,' wh~n, ·the concentrati_pns of 
stored car-riers at tne edg·es. of the I-layer ·become zero, 
. 
. 
- s·ome ·stored carriers remain within the r~1aye'r and require 
. . ~ time 1 0 , on the av~E,ge, to '1,iffus~ back to the junctions 
. ' . 
where they are recovered. For 
,• 
simplicity, it is· assumed tha.t ·the cu-rrent due to delayed 
h-
carriers recove~ed at reverse'bias is a negative exponential 
·.- / . 
and takes· the form 
,. 1. 
" ,:-
~ (\,. ~ .,,~.· 
. .:·\. 
. . ,:;,. ~ t'/10. 
i = iw-• e _ 
-
. whe,re. ir_ ·1s the, value. of. reverse · current when t· = tc, -
,-
·· tc · being--·the 
• .r-
time ·at which the biq;s state of th·e junction 
. .--:) ' ~ 
. . /\,__/ 
'. . . . ' 
. 
~ 
. ~ ' 
changes from ·pos·i.tive ,to·· .. ,negative,_lo is the -kver·~ge delay 
... 
· tiine, and t 1 = t -- t,. Signif~can t points in figure (~4)~ · 
j . 
·correspond :to- points la~ed in .figure (15). Thus,· the ·. · 
. . . - r . , 
· ;E>-I-N diode is forwarcl l;>ia~ed- fror.n L to, H and· C4di';de· · = Cm~x 
·-t, . 
·.: ., 'i -
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are ~~overed, · however 
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· The value of. Q (charge) at p~int D in figure. (i.5) -is. ·the 
-- .. ~-·~ -:-. . . , -
amount of residual .charge left in- the I-layer ~t the end · 
_r-··- --~ .. -. -
of the storage phase; and the maximum value· of reverse . · 
·"'. .. ' 
voltage needed ·to collect-it ·1s_ the value o.f the voltage 
,r-) .. _: . 
· ·a,t point R in' figure (15) -~ 
For e.ach cycle, then,· ·there is:- an energy loss 
. ,._ -,:: 
• 
M 
; 4-. associated with· the recovery of ·the .. delayed carriers 
-- --·- -----





( the -d~parture from the 'ideai of figure · ( 13) ) • Thi·s· ---· 
.. 
energy -los_s, W1., in each cycle is given. by 
•··.·· ·wL 'f-jv{Q)dQ = Jv· (dQ/dt) dt = Jvc t)• 1 ctr dt • 
. 
·This ·~nergy lo~s corresponds to the area under the h~.st.Qr-. 
-esis curve in figure· (15') bounded by the triangle 
RLHDR. As the slope 'o_f line HD~ i.n figure (15) -de-
creases-,. the a.rea bounded by ·the triangle in"creases and 
, . 
.. th,is corresponds to an increase· in the delay time, ~o •. 
In. thre next section, the. performance of a P-I-N 
:· ( carrier storage) diode in a· freque~ncy dividing circuit 
~ . 
.,, .... ~, ... ~_ .. , ~ .. 
_.,.___ - - ~ - --~- ---- ----~---·- -- -- - -- • i" 
• 
.. , .:··· :·- .. ·-·-J~~~ll -,be a.halyz.ed and-- the .. power loss· determined as· the . s.lope 
. ..; 
.... " ,, 
. ,I .• . . 
. '• 
; .. "" 
I .•·' - \ 
. ' 
· .. ,;,. . 
,. . ·--, . 
l ' .. .. 
. 
. rr 
·, .... ,;., 
., 
I 
of· the .. _pysteresis line· -~DR is de~reased. ~-,-,~ ., .... 
...... 
·-
.,, "· .. 
-... 
~-.~ I' 
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. '-"· --·. . .11 
0 . 
' ,., · .... -
' -·' ' .. 
_·w·a'S > u~~d t_o st11dy_· the ·-·transient beha\rior ·or a de.generate - -·· · '··-· --·· -· .-· .. 
I , 
... ' - . ' . . ' . . . . . . . ' 
-_-__ .:. __ ,~.__ :-_. ' :-2 :1>ara:metl'ie ~rnplifier' employing a carrier~st6;age diode . . · :: - -- -- ~.-.• -
. '1' . . • , it. • - • • • ,e . . .. . . .. .. -:: - . ,,· - ·. .. i. .2 
. J- -·. ' -.,..---' . 
- - , ... 
- . . 
-r . 
~=-~--.. 
\ · . 
', •,/ 
.~ • I / 
. . ··- . 
. ;,' 
. -
~· !, • 
.. ~. as the non~linear element. A piecewise-linear diode 
·. char~ct~r·istic was used and a· ·suddeniy·:.app:lied stne wave . 
.. . 11 
. ' ~ .. 
was assmµed. for the input •. 
.~ ... -_• , . . ...... ,, 
. A time doma·in analysis was -~u·sed as- oppo~ed to a 




~irchhoff' s circuit laws and the deflr1:ing e-qµa tions of the ... 
..... · ~-·- ,· --. 
circuit·e1ements··-to b·e written down direct.ly, wh-·ereas . ( .· 
.......... ...-e ... 
'• 
. the l·atter requires a sli_~tl,y. mor·e .sophisticated approach.· 
I\. Also, a time domain an_a.ly$·is is more lik_ely to reveal -- .-
l 
spu~ious oscillatio·ns than is a _frequen.cy-domain · · --· 
,. 








type a.naly~is. - Although the ·amount of arithme~ic,-
. i' 
- necessary in performing a time domaif?. analysis may_ be 
. . 
.. larger than -that for a frequency d.omain analysis' . this 
It 
was-not o·r ~rucial c-0ncern since a· digital computer was 
available fo:r;- performing the r.equired ca1cula.tions. 
. . .... .. .. . 
... ~e. piecewise-linear characteristic, ~.own in 
figure {15'), was a,dopted"because it- 1·s _perhap·s~ the most 
' . ' . 
·aesirable idealization of a ·physic~1· carrie~-storage: 
.. 
·. di6de, in particular a P-I-N diode. It was stated in· 
..... 
• I • 
the theory section of. this paper that th_e. dep.ietJ.on-
. layer. cap_aci tance ,or·· .the ~-I-N ·approaches a constan.t 
. ... . . . .. . - ........... , .. 
\ .. ·.· \ 
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value at reverse bias and the diffusion 
" 
> 
tan:ce varies as. an exponential function 
. . . . 
I. ." 
... r. · ·. ···'!.a, ,:1· .,. 
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. . ; . .: .. , . . . . 
' ~- - • "~ ·' f • .... 
-r- .. . . . .. -. . \ . ,, . . ·. .. -~ • 
.. . ~ . 
. ·. . ' . 
. \ . ' : :· ,, . 
· .. , > · · · -;oLtage, henCe this P\~cJ'wisei:t~!le-ar jno~f:!~· iS a· reason:~~~ ... , · .. -~--·-, 
- . I. . \, . 
·.-. · · ap·proxiJ,ia t·1·on· __ to th.e. actual~./ j Should/ a closer. approach . · , .·--· · · '~-~-': · . ,,,, 
__ __ __ __ _ _ ______ _ __ .... _______ "' . ... _________ . . _____ __ _ _ __________ ............. __________ ._ -------=-·------- _ __ _ ------------:~3 ___________ --~_ --:- _. ____ ·--- __ __ L -----------;;----. --·---------- __ . _ ..... __ . ·~ ··. .. ; . : . )lj 
':··"'•· ... ~ .... j, ... , ........ ;, ...... ·~ , . ·to the piecewi.se•linear characteristic of' a physically . · · · . . , .·. : _ · 
.. ·~·,....-..--;··• .•.. ~-.-~ ...... I_,;...:" ---,.-\' - -"'.""--. ·_,,-""·-·--L------·····- .. ---~ ~ ' ·, • .•. .- ., .. ' .. ·., • .. - -- • l-' • • • • --- , - ----.. • ' - ',. - .. ~ --_:-~---,~~.,~•=·~! 
real carrier-storage diode' b.e desired, it ·can be approxi- · · '. I 
---····---::. 
. . .. 
>11·"-"-· .•. -- -~ ·•- • .., • 
.. . . 
mated by the combination (with appropriate bias) of' a· 
\ number of. d:[oaes -ha.ving "cl).arac.,tertstics Similar to :the. 
. ' 




I' .. '• . ., . _. :· . 
-, 
";.~.~-also-- be added to the' ideal· characteristic, but was ·riot. 
__ ..,. . 
"······.. _-i:·.t.- .· 
d·o.ne here. for simpli·city. 
' -- - . 
~ince ·the· cap.aci tance o·f the de-plet.ion -region 'at " 
\ r~verse b~ias. is represented by a linear approximatio11-, ·~the· 
piecewise-linear diode chatacteristic.of fig~re- (15) is 
equivalent to an i~eal diode plus a fixed shunt capacitor, 
The 
. ._,,_,1.1 
f ·- . :~ 
r :.c_~· 
. . ~ 
·, , •••• lJ, '· 
•·'\: 
. ·;,- .. !:.:!:._ - - - ;. __ _:___! •... -----'----.~ 
·: where Smin,· ,the. forw·ard. elastance, approabhes zero. 
-- . . -- .. •--.- --- -·----- -- --~ - . .. . _.,, . .. - --~- - --- ... .. .. .. . 
-- ............................... ............ .. ............ ·.;,, . 
f; .• 
'\ . \ 
. ~ ',·: 
. ~--
,_ ··-..-·· ..... -,.._. ........... 
,· ···.· 
.:· .. _ .. , 
hysteresis effect of.the diode is incorporated in the 
. . 
'· . 
linear curve of slope M, shown d0tted in figul"e (15). · 
Figure (16) shows .. the degenerate parametric ampli-
ta . ,. l' 
. . ., ~- ....... . 
.. 
.. 
fier circuit and· the numerical values used in the cal-
- .- _______ 1 I 
. . 
culatioris. The path of ,the diode characteristic., ,assuming .. 
a hysteresi"s loss, is as follows: (r8re·r to figure (15')). 
~--
. Let Q3S = the new value of· charge in the ·dio~e · ........ 
• /if I 
. . .. , .




V3S = ·the new·value of voltag~ across the diode 
. . 
. i 
. . : ~- - -: · ·_ V3 ~- tne old value ···o:r vol tag.e ac.ross. the cl.lode. 
; ....;...-. . ..: . ~. 
• .... I There are \thre~ _cases:· \ . ' . 
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. ~ . . .. 
. . '·· . 
. ~ . 
' . 
. ~ -. , · ·. : :· t::, : ,, ' ' (;as~ l: If ihe inStruitarteotls charge.·apd voltage, Q3,V3,. 
'•. i • ~-; \ •. :•.• - -·--·~ ·. ' -. -· • - .. :.. ..J , ' . , .. - ·,.,'·:.: · .. -'. ...,- , .. -· - · .· . ___ .. ·. ·•, .. -·}'. .. . /.,r I .-. --~·- . . ·---· _,.'_• .•------- ,. . .... 
·· .. · .. · ·. · ... ~ ,:· .. -~-· · . of the diode.-~:-lie along the -line -SRL qf slope- 1·= ·1;s·~-.~,- .. ·· · ~-.. .· ·· 
. . ·i~ _. • - . . . .. . ~ ' . • < ,, - .>._ - • • ' ., ·- • • • ' • • 
- , .... . • . • ·" • . . • • • . r ·~, -
& - ·- - -- · ~ ~- --- wfre·re·· ··Q3- -<.: Qo·, , and i'f1r . . · . . .,. .. ·· . . 
>:- -, ·-. --~- ~-~---~·~·r-~ · 't; ) Q:f s •· ~ ' Q) ~~cl . QjS < .. Q6:r .th~~ -s3 = "s~. ~ ~ : ·-:L _, _____ .); . -- ;- ~;.- ~---~;_. .. -·---~---r-'···. 
• -- , • : • 
1 
( b) Q3S :2: Q3 and Q3S<~-· QO th8n S3 ==· s"''" • ' · · ~. · 
..... ' '" .. ., . ' ., 
' . ·_._,_ .. 
' -·- . - - .. . . -· ' ---·-- ·" .-... _·-_ . - ·-·-··· - . •. .,.-,;:. 
_Cc) Q3~ < -Q3, an_d Q3S<. QP·-,- th-e-n S3 = 'S ... ~:r •. : 
.. 
• : -o, -- ·· Case z: It· the instantaneous charge and voltage,· Q3,V3; ,_ .:. ,., - - ·· 
\ 
· of the diode. lie along the line LHW of slope · =· ··1/,S;.,;,,, 
•• I ~· _...,,,. 
I 
·where ·Q3 ~ Q.O, .al1d ·1r: 
., . 
(a).· Q3S ~ Q3, · then S3 = S.,.;" • ·- "' ~-
(b) Q3S.< Q3_ ana Q3S :>·Q31, then Qj • Q30 ana-"s3 = 1/M 
{ c) Q3S < Q3 and Q3S < Q31, ·th_e.n: Q3--+ .Q30 and·. S 3- = s ... ~ . 
_( 
r · . -Note: Q31, "'V31 c·orrespond to· the charge and voltage of ... 
the points at which the hyst~resis line of slope 
... ·····-··-··--·-·-· --- . ~. _____ "'-... ------ ·------·····---- .. -·--'"·- .. --------- - ----- ---- --
L "':' .. ;~-, 
.. 
. ) 
•, ~ -I ' 






=·M·iriters~cts line SRL of slope= 1/S~a~. 
·-
Case .3.: -~f the instantaneous~charge and,volt_age, Q3, v3, 
\-.: '-1.. ~. 
- ,. ., 
··. of the diode ·lie along the 'line RH of ~lope··= M, where · 
- Q31 ~ Q3 < Q30, and if: 
,. ' 
.. ·~ 
(a) Q3S ~ Q3 and ~Q3S < Q30·, then S3 ·= 1/M~; 
(b) Q3S ~ Q3 .and Q3S ~ Q30, 
(c) Q3S < Q3 and Q3$~ Q31, 
.. C-d) Q3S < Q3 apd Q3S, <· Q31, 
. ,,,. } .. ,, .. .. . . 
then S3· · = 1/M -
c; ~~I ~ .. 
. ,-
- --
· Thus, starting from· any poin_t on the diode· characteristic· 
and calcula·ting the new values of current, charge, and 
\ 
voltage, ,,the r'path_ :ro11·owed on the ~haracteristic could·. 
.,, . 
.. 
' • I be f .. obtained and th.e instantaneous-· value or··1 _S3' then 
determined •. 
. .- ' 
. ' ' 
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. .. A brief descriptJion :or the cll"cllit equatfOnS fdilows.,. ; · · . _ 
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-- -----:1~·-· : ~- ~- - \' . ·-.-: . . - ,t; 
. i 
·. :··, .· · -_ ·.A.more d-etailed · calcul~t~on, ,including th-.e computer · ':;."' ' . •:_·. ; ... 
:.,-... .. ·, 
. " \ 
• -4• i - . . ' 
-progr~ used,- i~' II fo1md in the .P.ppendix. .r ,. ... I - ' . "'- - . . - . 
. . 
-------------····· . -· -----~~- __ -,1 - . --- : . 
- v.:.• 
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Ref~lrring to figure· (16), · and writing Kirchhoff's r 
- ',I. 
,. .,. ,, 
~ --··" ~oltage law fo.r ~each·- of the two. meshes, .and then sol11ing , . 




- for the.----input ... and ou~p·u-t;; currents in mesh 1 and·· mesh 2, 
' 
respectivelY;, o.~e_ :o·btai_ns . 'tz 
•.. i, (tz) = 1;Ct, F• A,jcvs· - R.5•i, ".'" ~.;c ... :-_ V3) dt 
- ··- . ·· .. r, t, · 
iz·<tz} = iz.(t,) + Az._.,{<V3 "'.' RL· iz - q.&/c,) dt ·. 
. , I . 
. } 
where .. -i 1.(t) is _the input· current, in mesh- 1 
':, 
and 
iz(t) ___ is the outpu.t current, in me··sh 2 
~ Vs is the input signal .source at the. fundamental 
1-. '"t'' 
frequency, 2f0 , 





:..- ------ - ···-·· - .. -· -· - - --------·--- ··--·---- ~--·--·----·---------
The current_, i 3 , through the diode :is .. c~lculated u_sing 
r·-· ... . 
·-~ 
Kirc~}:l_off' s current law, i.~. 1 i 3 = i 1 - i 2 • Next, the . .·, \ . 
I· 
. :,_ __ ~ ·. . . 




, .__ .,.._ I 
_charge q 3 in the _·9iode, ·and the input and _ou~put charges, 
.. 
. .. , ..... q, and q 2 , a~e · obtained by trapezoidal integration of 
.,.· ' 
......... 
the currents i-1, i, , i 2 , respectively. · The instantaneous 
value of the diode elastance is ~efined-·-'by the _ratio·o~. 
incremental vo~ ta.ge to incremental ~harge, or 
- r The time derivative of the voltage V3 ·1s, by the. chain··. 
rule of differentiat~qn, 
dV3/dt = (dV3/dQ3).(aQ3/dt) = Sj ·13 
..... ·'-•· . 





. "' ('; . 
, .. 
Selection of the source fr.equencY 81~, voltage were. · 
..... -,\;lo • • 
' ~ ... 
' .·· -·· -
arbitrary:. ·Th.e · maximum value of -the source_ voltage w11s -
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. : .. ,. ·>-~-,~- ;< . a's lHz. _. .Ind~ctors L, and La were calculated f)i.r. series . : .. ,· .. . ···- ~ ........ . 
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•- • 
-····~--~~-----:-'-·-. ·. ·-·~ .. ~.· .. r_es~cpance. with: ·the avera,ge· diode elastance. a.t: •the input·. 
I 
"' . 
. .· •· 
-~ .J-· -- 8.Ild· output frequencies, respectively. 
T" ·~ . The -average 
,1· 
ela_stance., .·s"", ·or the diode· depend~ on the bias·· volt~ge 
- ----.-·.---.. --..... -----~,~~ ~- -~----- ---------,- --- '., ' 
~ . 
•. 
·-~~....--..---,----- -----.. -· -- - - --
~ 
. .. . .... J. ___ · ___ ,. ... 
and d 1rive vol~Rge; for the circuit used· i'n the. ___ analy~i·~. . ..... 
the average .elast_ance of the_ diode, Sav:,·, wa.s postulated 
-
•. :-· tif pe S'"4 ~/2. Then L, ·is in series resonance with S~v at 
' t 
-· - L:~ .. 
' ··, " . 
the input freqti~?lcy ( 2f.,}, and, Lz i~ in s'eries resonapce 
·1 _, 
; -'. I ,.. 
• 
. t 
., . .. "· 
' 
with S"v at the ou.tput frequer1cy,- f,,. · ·The values of L, . ,.· - •,, 
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: ,, - . :... ... . .~. 
. · ....... ~ ·--~· 
and L;&. are. c·alcula~ed in the Appendix. s..,,.,_ ·is small 
enough so th~t its value,, __ i~. !lot ·signi_ficant, and ca·n be 
-
' 
·-set equal to zero if so desited.; however, this was not 
\ I 
,•< 
· ·done since· an ·approximation to a physically real charge-
.. 
~ ,,., 
st6rage diode was desired • ..· 
.. 
The independent variable· in all of ·tne calculations 
~. ' f 
is time, t. Initially, the circuit·'iS deac·tlvated, i.e. 
< 
all 
;. : "'"'"' 
currents and voltages ·are zero, and S3 = s~·~· 




It_ may· be noted, here that expressions .lfor i 1 ( t 2 J, .and 
·1z.<ta.) involve~ integrals. . ' . Since all of the derivatives 
' 
' . ' 
".=·"" 
.1 .. 
of each term in the integrands can be calculated, Taylor's 
serieS c_[f (x) dx :::::- <x.z. - x,) r<x,) •<11<2!> Hx z. - x, /· f<x,) 
+ (1/(3)/Hx4 .- x,l f 11 (x) + ~-· ••••• ) to any·desire<:1 ,· 
--· i 
,. 
degree· of .. accuracy qan be ,used to calculate the increment,s 
of current over each· i_nterval of ~ime •. · Then, from~ the . . · 
,.,., <-t 
. . . 
preyious instantaneous values., of the currents · at -time · 
. ·~. . . . . , r . 
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- ---are-- .-thus· obtained .• 
• I ~r~-- • . , . , • • • • 
For thi·s · analysis; a parabola is, used - · - - : , ·_:_ ___ ~: -~--~ 
.!I.~ .... -·~ ..... • • '-
\, . ' 
. " "'' ~ 
·, · .. _ ·~ · ~ »· to· approximate. the increments o:r ·:currents over "'th·e· 1·nt:e..;:···1.· , .... : · 
--. · · . ~t;L: · · .~r- · - P: · · f • .. 
' ··, 
'6. 
·· ·· ,~"~,-·gra:t1ori.intefVa1,~i.e. oniyi~he·[irst,two termS'Or- Taylor's,···,·. , 
.,I' 
'. I - ~"' "' _ ... 
s·eries are used~··--·· A high~r·· d·eg'.ree of accura_cy., tnay be I 
... 





/,: .. . 
· obtained merell by: ~aking: mor·~. terms :1n tne. Taylor ser\.es .. 
expansion. 
- -- - - -- --· ~ C'"''"C~ - - ,, .. , -- -- ----
.:'.1. . '. 
., . 
Re,placing · the (n-1) ;.·~·current·, · -charge ;'~'"and ~voltage 
. _.by· the n- values·, i.e. replacing ·.the old values· by the 
., . 
. . 
.. ·new, the steps 'of the calcu·r··ation~'·are rtf):ieated, and_ yi~ld 
. - . . . q ' 
. . 
the out_put current, fa, as a function of time. Also., fr~m 
.. 
the instantaneous value of the charg~ and from the charge~ 
h ' 
"' -vol t~ge characteristic of the diode, ,the. instantane.~us_. __ 
. . 
values of --,the voltage and elastance 9f the diode are 
- . ]·· . ·. - l 1 t d 
··- · .............. ·-- '-.- - -=~---- ca· cu R e 
. l--. ------ -- __ .. . .. • -- In ··all· of the calculations, _ an integration -
-~ 
.. 
interval (t2 ~ t 1 ) of 0.01 seconds was used. A smaller 
fn-terval may be used if .~ highe.r degree of accur~cy 1.s · 
desired. 
Besides the out'put waveform, values of 7s3, Q3, V3, 
and i I were also Galculated at ea·ch step of the .· 
·- ' ·-~ 
~-~.-, • ' , .. •,:-.!: 
- - --- -- ----
,-: 
~ , . 
i 
integration p0rocess. --· From this is obtained distortion of··· :~ 
' , I • 
,• 
,. 
th~ input, .. as ·well as the ratio. of power loss ·to inpU:t 
, . . ;, ... . 
' 
I - power . (~L /Pin ) ~ If PL is. the power lo .. ss--,,~. per cycle',. th·en 
• 
PL = C-2fo.)· WL, whe:re (2f0 ) is the, fundamental or :-i~putJ<"· 
driving frequency to: the. di·vider c:i.rcui t. - The energy 
.•: 
--·--·---~---·--·--- --..... --·--~·-· ·---~-... ----~---·-·-"" -· - - -- - ·--=-- -· 
· loss · per cycle, -w&., is· th~S' are~ botinded by .-tne triangle 
. . 
1 
• • • • • : RUiDR 1:ri figure (15), or 
. > 
.. . ~ .,. ~· ' • L' "' .. "· •.. -a \ 
' w,_z <112)•,·CQ30 - QO)•.CVH ·~ v31) 
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·· .. --··wher~ .. VH- ·1s · the d-c bias -·of the diode. 
-~<!,:. ; •· ;:':"t:i· 
. I ~ . 
\ 
~-· , ..... 
~I; 
" '.: ·'I., 
.. ; . 
\· 
' 
'S1nce .. : ... th e · .. ___ -.- "· 
,. 
' -~·· 
-fundamental Cint)ut) freq:uencY, (2r0 ), is 1H~.; the~ 
---· 
• --·--· -·-;;;·-.- ----- --··· . ---
.,, 
. . ' - ' . 
·,. 
~ ...... --
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. F-,' • 
' .·'. . . ' . 
. ' . 
--~·: · __ · ---~- -~Th8 inp-ut power, Ph, , is obtained from the r.elatiori 
i . 
.. . .,;: p. = (1/2) •(E;_~) (Iit1) 
' ,,, 
-· 
I ~ • 
~ .. . ~--- . 'I: 
. ' i 
',' .' . . 1 
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.where. Ei,.. is the input· vol:t~ge amplitude, chosen as 
,. 
100v, I in · is the input current amplitude. Since the 
:~ . 
.. ., .... 
;" :•.:-,, 
.. ": 
·: . r_·)·. 
input current, although distor.ted, was periodic and sinu-
soi·da]f.:,.p·er cy~.1~·, Iiv. was ·obtai.n.ed __ .py aver-aging .. two sue-~ 
cessive 
·defined 
., - ;·:·;- .. 
·.~· 
. ,. 
maximum values of i 2 (t). The,. power los~ ratio, 
. ·- .,....~ ···-- " ' 
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· · or· time in rrgure (17). for different values of hysteresis 
'r .._ . G ' --' 
. .. '.'•. .. . . 
loss, i.e. ·as the slope of line RDH in figure (i?) was 
,, ~ . !.,;, 
_, \ -· 
· 'i-' "" .. , varied •.. It ~as 0observl!!d that a: threshold value· of slope 
. / 
_-;. 
. ' .... 
/ 
.. 
M -occ,;irr.ed -- for .V_Eilues of slope M less than. 20 (for 
. . . . ·b . 
"' ...... 
the. particular ·circui·t and the particular diode 
characteristic used)-., ___ frequency di vision to the half-
ha·rmonic ceased. Refer.ring to figure. (17), as the slope 
·M of the hysteresis line (RDH --i·:r:i ·rt.gure (1.5)) decreased, 
' . 
· the :posi t,ive maximum value of. each corresponding c.ycle 
. ' 
of out_put decreased, for values or· M such that the half-
\'.'J 
harmonic was pre.sent in appreciable amourits. The . 
"' ~ .. 
maxi~um v1lues of output current, i.z ( t), occur at the 
... _.,.,._ 
\----. . 
end of the recovery phase., ·when ·the diode· elastan~e- is at 
the point~ R in figure (15): · 'The minimum values of 
;' . , ' 
-output current occur. at· theb break·· point L on the dio~e 
-
characteristic of figure (15'). Also,. at lower values 
or .M (less than 20), there wa-s a reversa:i in. direction 
- . 
p 
of the ~iode characteristic eye-le along the ~ine RDH 
. . 
between R anq .. H' .in figUI'e (15')., .· and the: accompany~ng ,, 
·~ ~ 
out·put _ current ceased to be periodic. · Typical values, . 
for th·e .sev.e~th cycle of the output a·nd for M = 20 -are 
Q30 = 112.4798 co·u1otnbs,. V30 =1.,-.-0139- volts, -
Q31 = 1.6945 colllombs, V31 = 9.4747,.volts; and,Values 
-. 
~ ~ •/ - . ~ 
. of the minimum charge and vol iage (.coordinates" of point · .. · ..
. • .i:o. . 
... 
. ~S on figure (15)) of the diode are -18~0104- coulombs, 
f• 
. ,. . . ', " 
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'i ·. 8Ild .-226.3257 v·qlts. respe'.cti:vely. For -the input cur.rent .· 
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.. _Finally,. for dif~-erent values :.ot hyster·esis loss 
" .. . 
.(different values_ of-~), ·.:tne input··· power, P1~ , dec·reased 
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and ·the power loss, PL, incr~ased •. The ratio of -.power· 
loss to input power is plot.tad ver.su·s l/1'1in.'''ri~ur-.e (1'8) •. 
l ~ ' -
. It is · seen that .the pow~r .loss ratio is a linear· function 
'~,· 
..,-.. 
-· .... . . 
of 1/M.}Ahen tne ·circuit is dividing .• · Since 1/-M is-
. directly proportional to· 'lo (1/M oC To), it may be con-
.. ' 
eludeµ that .. the power loss ratio varies linearly with 'To·. 
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c· - ·. Conclusion •". '. I o,. • ·· .. ·,. 
'• 
· An analySis . of a de generate parametriC ·. amplifier · · 
, . I 
. , __ C?i·rcui t,· using _a P-I-N diode ·as' the non-linear element 
.. . ~ 
' and generating. the half--harmoni_c ·ha·s been presented. 
· Delayed · rec~VerY of carriers stored _fn .. the I-layer. of 
, . . . 
a P-I-N di~-~e, whi·ch is assumed. to re-sul t in a hystere_sis-
typ·e effect iri the charge-voltage characteristic of 
~ ~-
the diode causes a red~ction,. of efficiency of. frequency 
conversion. This is observed by varying the delay time 
- increasing _the delay time or- decr·easing the slope M 
' of the hysteresis line· in figure· (15). ·As the dela'.y · 
• • . (" • r:..J;'/_. 
time increases, power loss increases and eventuaily'f for 
. a long enough delay time, the outpu,t ceases to be 
periodic. Thus, a s~gnificant· cause of power loss in 
the charge-storage pro6ess of the di6de may be the 
finite recovery time needed to extract c.arriers stored 
-~ in the I-layer. 
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! · .!: . Ca,1-culation .Q.! ~. ·and 1z: 
.~.' .~ Referring_ to fig-µre (16), 
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l ·- . . . . . . 
SQ~ = S~oi /2 = 1/Co.v · · ;,·. 
•·• . , \ r"\ 
S'"a)C = 41f 
.sQ·y = 2.11 
'f , .. = 2fo~'= 1 H1z. 
.. 
.,.~_ 
w, = 2Wo'= 211'f1 = 21' rad./sec 
. f 2 = f O = 1/ 2 Hz. 
Wz. = 21f f 2 · =11 rad. /s~ ~· 
_,,-"' . ~-··~-·~ 
. •,._ - -
. The cono.i tion · for 1 1 to resonate with Cav at f 1 , 
and 11 _to resonate with C"'" at fz, is 
. . 
w1 = 1/<'V].-1-,-c-Q-11 ) = 'V s.v ;1,,!/i . 




L, = SA,, /(W,) . = l/(111). 
= 2/11 
. . 1 
1·2 = S,.v / (w2.) 










chosen so that the output would· begin osci·llation as soon 
., 
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•1._,, • 
1..1, . .;.J• -
~~- . .-f 1. 
;,.· ... I"'."., 
. -,;_'.' .-· .. ~. . 
.· ,. 
II!} • \ 
"'.. as possible· from the-initial state. ~Also, Rs =· R._-· = O·.lOrl. •' 
. Q 'is. defined as: 
., 
Q .= (u,,··1, .. )/_~s =· (WzL1.)/R, .. : 1. 
Then E;,Q = Rs./w,, 11, = Rs/uJ2 
' . 
•'. 
or La = 0.1/( 21() and 11, = 0.1/11' -,. 
··, 
•• 1> .. 
-~~·. . . . 
.. 
. .. 
Then. C" = 5/1f. arid Ca, = 10/1t' 0 ... . 
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. .A,--~ 1/(Li +·L~J = (201f)/ll ' . 
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.~. Referr.ing to figure (16), . the equations -whic·h describe · 
1 ••• ,. 




•.j. ' •. 
the circuit· used in the analysis are·: 
--~------·--------- . 
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(L, + Le) 0 (diu /d.t) - Vs - Rs i 1 -· q, /Co. - V3 
(12 + Lb) 0 (di2 /dt) =. V3 .J;, RL i.2 . - ·q2·/Ct, 
~ 
,. 
di, /dt = [1/ (L. + LA U0 [cvs -:;_ Rs 1, - q, /C,a, - V3 >] 
di2 /dt = [1/(L1 +:-:i.b~C> [cv3 - .· R1.i2. - q2./Cb~ 






di,./dt - A,• (Vs - R.s i 1. - q, /CA - V3) 
Az"( v3 Ra..1 2 qz /Ca,)• diz/dt - - --
.. 
q I /CQ. - V3) dt 
, . eq. (A6) 
I 
R,12 ~. cf~/C·t,) dt 
.... 
·Taylor's series .. approxim'ation to the· int~gral is, . 
. ~a . . . . . . ·. 
fr<x) dx7<x.z..; x,) r(x,) •.<x2 -x,/t1 _(x 1 };2J 
'* ~- . \ - t - • . 
·~-· -~! - • •• 
where -only the first twQ terms of. the ser.ies · expansion 
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are used.· Since _'. · 
. :""';· ... ~-
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r...' ' • t ; 
··-
• :-- -~ • I 
Vs. = 1do•_sin~ (.21ft)-· , · ·· 
•• ..;J 
.. ._. / / r •' 
' ... ; 
... \ 
..,..., • .._r., •. _. "'b 
~ . 
. . . . 
. -~ 
.. •- . ~- - ...... - - ' . ... 
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- ~ I. 
·{ ' ., -':'~->- ' ; 
·.:.· th~n , - · 
• J • • • ..-• • ' <• '." •SP "'-
• 1..···· 
. . . 'ii: .. 
-~· ~ - - ...... -~-- ·--·'·j ··-·--·-- ·-- ·-.-'--~----~---------~----~----.. -- .. 
. ~- . 
r 
· - .. -- · ' dVs /dt = 211'•i6o~c0s. (tlft) . · ··· · -- ·. > 
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/ 
and·- since ~---
- -- - .'It 
.•. 
then, 
• 11 .. 
. dV3/dt = (dV3/dQ3) • (dQ3/dt) = S3•i, .•. 
... --- r-· 
I 
Thus, -the_ firs .. t derivatives qf a~I.l of the. te·rms in the 
i I 
irttegrand.s· of eq. (A6l---are-kBown, and since Sa. = 1/C .. and 
\ 
S11 = 1/Ca,, we obtain, .,.... ___ ;,..._ ____________________ __,, 
i
1 
(t2 ) = 1,(t,) + A,{<t.z - t,) (100•sin.(211'tt)· 
- Rs i, ( t 1 ) - · SG. q, { t, ) - . V 3 _( t 1 ) ) 
I ' 
+ (1/2). (t2 - tj / (21f•l00•cos. (21Tt 1 ) 
- R5 A,• (100· sin. ( 211'~, _) 
. ' . . 
- Sca.· q, ( t, ) - V 3 ( -t 1 ) ) -
' 
- S3• 1_. (t 1 ))] 
~ R.s i 1 ( t I ) 
So. 1 1 ( t, ) 
' .. r-- . 
i 2 (t 2 ) = i 2 (t,) + A2·ltz - t,) (V3(t 1 ) - R,i.z(t 1 ) 
- S11·q,..( t,)) +' (1/2)• (t2 - t, f (S3. i3 ( t,) 
...... · . 
- R,·A.z (.V3 ( t 1 ) - . R,. • i.z ( t,, ) _ - S~·q:z ( t, ) ) 
.- Sa,•il,(t,))] • ' 
4 
A Thus, i 1 ( t 2 ) and i z ( t 2 ) are obtained. ·· By Kirchhoff' s--_., 
current law,. . ... 
•"•' , ..• ,~ .. 
I 
eq.,.(A8) · 
.. ')""' ·~, ;i .. 
I • • 
By trape·zoidal integration· of _the surrents, the .. 
· instantan eous .values of the charges are ob.tain.ed·: 
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~ q3 ( t2) - [<1 ( t ) + i 3 Ct, ));2}~tz -· ~::t, )] + q ( t }-·~ -
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3 2 3 ,, . 
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Ctf) );2J·ITt2 t, ll ._eq~ {A9) QI ( t.2) U1,ctz} + • + q'a (t,) 1, - "' 




q2("tl) [<12 ( t..,) ·+· i' Ct, ))/~·Utz 
- t, il + q~ ( ~.) 
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On the following page is a sta:teme·nt of the wIZ 
~-· P.rog:r:am used 
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to carry out the calculations 
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of the 
analysis. \ \ 
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in a linsarly-graded P-N 
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Fig. 2 •. ,., ~pa~~-charge distribution 
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· junction at zero bias. 
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